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Types of Tests.

The essay type seemingly came into dis
repute because of the difficulties in grading
the papers uniformly and objectively.1

These

tests have the so called "Time to think ques
tions. "

Much care must be given to the leg

ibility, spelling and expression, since these
affect the correctness of the answers Where
as, many feel that the main point is consider
ation of the answer from the standpoint of
evidences of learning.' However, this type
of testing is still used in practically every
High School.* Essay types of questions should
be lessened and should result in fewer exam
inations of a decidedly higher type; those
given would really serve a teaching function.!

1
Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics^
p. 198-20Q, copyright 1935.' Ival Spafford*!

I nt roduction.•

The writer of t h i s thesis deals with
three types of schools that are being
granted subsidy and supervised by the
State Department of Home Economies i n
Texas.
The three types of schools are:
Class A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Brenham High School
Brenham, Texas.•
Blass B.

....Washington

G ounty

Training.

S c h o o l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C h a p e l Hill, Texas.'
Class C . . . . . . v . . . . .
School.

..Goodwill Junior High
.Chapel Hill, Texas.'

The experiments herein are based upon tests
written and published by a group of graduate
students at Columbia University in 1932; and
were revised by the writer to the form used
in t h i s study.
I t i s hoped that these t e s t s will present

a practical use of them for Home making students
and teachers.
Home Economics at the present time ranks
i n the curriculum with any Higfc School subject*
whereas, many years ago i t was considered a
novelty,

present day educators have seen the

prevailing trend; which i s a demand for train
ed women in the field of home making.*
I t i s to be understood that the writer's
purpose i s neither t o c r i t i c i s e any partic
ular t e s t , nor to favor any in the field of
Home Economics, but to reveal the purposes
of various home making t e s t s that are used
i n the High Schools.

1. Standard Tests
1

Standard tests have been set up

in most fields, though possibly they
have little value in Home Economies.3
A standard test is considered general,
and the breadth of Home Economics makes
such a test much less useful in this
field than in many other fields*- It
guarantees neither reliability nor val
idity*

Even the best constructed tests

carry no certainty that they cover mat
erial which should be taken by a partic
ular group at a certain time.'
2,

objective Tests»•

This name has been given to tests that
can be graded objectively for the right an
swer for a certain question is a matter of
agreement, and all persons marking the same
paper will arrive at the same score.' They

1,
2.

Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics,P.200
Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economies,p*202.i
Ival Spafford, 1935.J

have been advocated as having several specific
values; more ground can be covered, grading is
easy, and resulting scores are uniforms
The good objective tests are open to
criticism, for pupils can locate their mistake
qithout difficulty; and composition, spelling
and legibility do not confuse the measuring
of the evidence of learning.

Objective tests

usually call for information and specific detail
rather than ability to select, evaluate and
organize data in the solving of a problem,* The
individual is able to express the conclusion in
regard to a situation to be reached,*
1 ,t

Matching Tests,*

Matching tests increase in value when the
number of terms or answers may be used in more
than one place.

Some statements have no match

ing terms on the list and some terms are not
cared for in the list of statements,]
Examples;
_________ Bran Muffins

1,

Cabbage 1, Body
Regulation,*

Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics,
Spafford, p,< 206,

Potatoes

Bananas

Cheese

Oranges

pecans

Coffee

2.' Heat
Producing

1„ Classification Tests.
These tests are merely the grouping of
foods or fabrics, operations and processes.<
This type of test is very desirable because
it calls for rapid thinking in the learning
processesj which makes for efficiency.'
Example.
Foods valuable for Calcium are:

1

liver

celery

tomatoes

milk

spinach

eggs

Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics
Spafford, p. 208

1•

Multiple Choice Tests.

When there are three or more questions
In a group, under one heading, with only one
correct answer we call this type of t e s t mul
t i p l e choice.

The child has a chance to make

a wise selection from three statements or
three words.

This type of t e s t was the one

issued by the group of Columbia University
students mentioned in the Introduction.'
Example: Check the correct answers
The best material for a baby r s dress
i s : CI5 Nsinsook (8) organdie (3) Cretonne.

2

%

1.

Nainsook.

2.

Organdie.-

3.

Cretonne.'

"True False Tests."

This type i s rapidly becoming a universal
type of testing, because of i t s brevity and

1.- Fundamentals i n Teaching Home Economics,
Spafford P. 206.
2. Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics,
Spafford, p. 204.

and accurateness.

Here again we find another

case of quick thinking.

In some instances

guess work as practiced when too many questions
of the same type are given.' Teachers should
exercise caution in asking questions of t h i s
type.

The idea of making so many of them "catch"

questions i s becoming obsolete.

However one can

grade them more uniformly, because there i s no
phrasing of words with accompanying legibility
t o be considered.
Example:
Wool i s a vegetable fiber.

The answer

Cplus or minus sign) should be placed at the
end of the expression, or just before the statem ent»
1

T h e Recall Test

This type i s quite an accepted one for
because of i t s brevity one can quickly recall
the true statement t o finish the sentence. 1 A
single word or a group of words answers the
question.
1 . Fundamentals i n Teaching Home Economics
Spafford P. 204.

Example:
!•>

Rayon i s

2.

Linen i s used for making

3.

The glass should he placed

1%

silk.<
.•

"Single Choice,"

The answer i s selected from a number of
possible answers.

I t s value depends upon the

degree of discrimination required to select
the right one,
2*

"Inference Tests"

The special value of t h i s type of t e s t i s
that i t deals with a new situation or problem
not faced before t o which the student applies
previous learning or showing how a

statement

may be proved or disproved.

1 . Fundamentals i n Teaching Home Economics p.206.
Spafford.
2 . Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economics p.208
Spafford.

.Tables.
."Clothing"
Test 1.

9th, IQth and 11th Grades. .Brenham High School .

Score

No. of Pupils.

.Per Cent.i

91-96

2

3.6

85-90

2

3.6

75-80

15

83.-7

65-70

4

5.6

55-60

10

11.19

50-55

1

1.9

45-50

2

2.1

•

Of the 36 taking the test 2 or 3.6 per cent made
a score of 91-96; 2 or 3.5 # made 85-90; 15 or 23.7#
made 75-80; 4 or 5*5# made 65 to 70; 10 or 11.9# made
55-60; 1 or 1.9# made 50-55; 2 or 2.1# made 45 to 50.i

1

. Foods..
Test 2.-

8, 9, 10 and 11th Grades. Brenham High School.!

Score

No. Of Pupils

.

Per Cent.!
^ ^.j
l

j

A|
I —.
j —- 4 . 1. f

W'W••
•• 9 9 9• 9

95-96

5

9.6

85-9Q

8

15.6

75-80

3

4.8

65-70

4

5.6

55-60

10

11.6

50-55

3

45-50

3

Out of
made 91-96,
75 to 80; 4
55 to 60; 3
45 to 50.

i

A ** 1• 1

— t —1—

••••

3.8
2.9

the thirty six taking the test, 5 or 9.6#
8 or 15.3# made 85-90; 3 or 4.8# made
or 5.6# made 65 to 70; 10 or 11.8# made
or 3.3# made 50 to 55; 3 or 2.9# made

•
F

Other Problems in the #ome.i
Test 111 . 8, 9, 10 and 11th*' Brpnham: ^gh Schpol,*,
per Cent.
No. of Pupils.
Score.
•y.» • vy •
91-96

5

9.6

85-90

2

3.5

75-80

15

23.7

65-70

5

69.6

55-60

3

3.6

50-55

0

0

45-50

0

0

out of the thirty six taking this test 5 or 9.6 %
made 91-96; 2 or 3,5 % made 85-90; 15 or 23.<7 made
75-80 ; 5 or 69,8 made 65-70; 3 or 3.6 % made 55-60.)

Clothing.'.
Test 1.

.8, 9, 10, and llth.Sauney Training School.'

r
.Score
;.v.'.'.v.v.'.v.w.<.

Per cent.!

No.' of pupils.'.

:

•

91-98

:

85-90

1

1.©

:

:

75-80

2

3.2

:

t

65-70

2

2.8

:

r

55-60

0

0

:

:

50-55

3

3.3

:

;

45-50

0

0

!

j|

Out of the eight pupils taking the test 1 or
1.8# made 85-90; 2 or 3.2# made 75-80; 2 or 2.8#
made 65-70; 3 or 3.3# made 50-55.'

Foods,'

Test 2.
:

8, 9, 10 and 11th,' Sauney Training School,)

.score

{

No.' of Pupils

j

V

.

.

,

per Cent,)

91-96

0

85-90

0

75-80

2

3.2

65-70

3

4.2

55-60

2

2.4

50-55

1

1.1

V

.

45-50

Out of the eight taking the test 2 or 3.2# made
75-80; 3 or 4.2# made 65-70; 2 or 2.4# made 55-6Q;
1 or 1.1# made 45-50»<

<

:

Other Problems In the Home.i
8, 9, 10 and 11th.
•

.Score

.

Sauney Chapel Training School.'

No. of Pupils

Per Centw'

:
;

91-96

0

85-90

1

1.8

:

75-80

1

1.6

:

65-7Q

3

41.9

1

55-60

2

23.7

:

50-55

1

1.1

:

45-50

I". V .

Out of the eight taking the test 1 or 1.8# made
85-90^ 1 or 1.6# made 75-80; 3 or 41.9# made 65—70;
2 or 23.7# made 55 to 60; 1 or 1.1# made 50-55.'

Clothing,

CI ass C
8, 9 and 10th Grades.
Goodwill School.'
Test T.
• ' » V . ' « •. ' . ' . ' . V . •
'.I.'.'•Ij
Score
No. of Pupils
Per Cent*)
•*«3*
91-96

0

0

85-90

0

0

75-80

1

1.6

65-70

3

4.2

55-60

5

5.<9

5Q-55

2

2.1

45-50

2

1.9

•'*V

.'t1

v

Out of the thirteen taking the test 1 or 1.6#
made 75-80; 3 or 4.2 made 65.70; 5 or 5.9 made 55-60;
8 or 2.1# made 50-55; 2 or 1.9# made 45-50.-

Other Problems In the Home .
Test 111

Goodwill School, Class C..
Jm

Score

No. of Pupils

Per Cent.)

91-96

0

0

85-90

0

0

75-80

1

1.6

65-70

4

5.4

55-60

4

4.6

50-55

3

3.3

45-50

0

0

40-45

.9

out of the thirteen taking the test 1 or 1.6#
made 75-80; 4 or 5.4# made 65-70; 4 or 4.6% made
55-60; 3 or 3.3# made 50-55; 1 or 9# made 40-45..

:
•'

Foods.
Teat TT.'

8, 9,"To Grades,
Score

Goodwill School.)
No.! of Pupils

Class CJ
Per Cent.i
•

:
:

91-96

0

85-90

1

1.8

:

75-80

2

3.2

:

65-70

5

6.8

:

55-60

3

3.6

:

50-55

2

2.2

:

45-50

0

0

:

0

Out of the thirteen taking the test 1 or 1.8#
made 85-9G; 8 or 3.2# made 75-80; 5 or 6.8# made
65-70i 3 or 3.6# made 55-60; 2 or 2.2# made 50-55^

Summary,'

Students were found t o be very much
interested i n reaching their own goals
and t o see progress i n learning,' I t was
also found that good testing measures
progress while working as well as in the
finished products
Another advantage of the objective
t e s t i s that there i s uniformity making
grading easy.

They may be used t o motivate

study also.
From the standpoint of the teacher, a
t e s t should measure progress in reaching
goals set up: i n other words, t o evaluate
success of the teaching process,- The results
should show the teacher what step in teaching
should follows
Note:

The t e s t s shall be returned t o

the teacher for the beginning of the next

school tern so that use may be made of them in plan
ning and blocking work*

T h e y may b e p l a c e d o n f i l e

and used to an advantage in checking on pupil deficien
cies »•
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APPENDIX .<
HOME ECONOMICS INFORMATION TEST.t
NAME

GRADE

DATE

AGE

NAME OF SCHOOL

CITY

NAME OF PARENTS
These tests are to find out what you know about
clothing, foods, and other problems in the home.!
Some of the following statements are true and
some are false, put a plus sign («f ) in front of those
that you think are true and a zero sign (9) in front
of those you think are false.- Do not guess.i
SUBJECT.-

NUMBER OF POINTS

NUMBER OF ERRORS

Clothing
Foods
Other Problems
CLOTHING.!
I*2.
3.4.-

Silk is an
Artificial
Linen is a
Wool is an

animal fiber.silk is a mineral fiber.mineral fiber.animal fiber.-

SCORE

5.
6.7»8.'
9.10.'
11«>
12.'
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.'
18.'
19..
2Q..
21»•
22..
83.24.
25.-

The fiber which launders most easily is cotton .i
A good material for your best street dress is
organdie.'
A coat trimmed heavily in imitation fur is a good
school coal.'
A suitable material to use for a baby dress is nain
sook.'
A good material for a night gown is organdie.'
The best way to make a linen dress is partly by hand
and partly by machine.'
Material should be cut with a short jerky stroke
of the shears.
-^n using a pattern you should first pin the material
to the curved edge of the pattern.!
A machine makes loops on the under side of your sew
ing because the upper tension is loose.)
a woolen sweater should be rubbed on a board when
washed.
A blue dress will not fade if allowed to dry in the
sun.'
Fruit stains may be removed from a white table cloth
with boiling water.'
a worn heel in your hose may be repaired by patching.)
At night your day clothes should be neatly hung in the
closet.It is extravagent to buy good material in making clothes.)
The most appropriate jewelry for a sixteen year old girl
is long ear rings.It is proper for a girl to wear high heeled pumps
and a party dress that is becoming to school»t
A purple scarf is very pretty on a brown coat with
brown hat and shoes.
A clothing budget is a good plan for buying a lot of
clothes..
High heels affect a growing girl's posture.)
Cotton materials are not popular this year for street
dresses.

FOODS

1. Rice is obtained from seeds of a grassy
2. Maraconi is made from wheat flour paste.'
3. Wesson oil is made from cotton seed.'
4. Irish potatoes are bulbs.'
5.- Gelatin is obtained from fuit.i
6. In choosing a good roast it is very important to
consider the appearance of the meat.i
7.. Milk sours because of bacteria.!
8.' It is cheaper to buy flour in large amounts.'
9.' Milk should be kept in an open bowl in a safe or
pantry.
10. In measuring flour for a cake, you should pile it
high in the cup and shake or strike to cup on
the table to be sure of a full cup.i
11.' Two teaspoons equal one tablespoon.'
12. Two cups of sugar equal one pound.'
13. one cup of butter equals one pound.'
14.' Potatoes should be cooked at the boiling point.'
15.- When butter is expensive one may save by using
oleomargarine.'
16. When eggs are expensive one may substitute one teas*»
poon baking powder for one egg when the recipe calls
for more than one egg.'
17. Yeast grows beat in making bread in a draft.!
18. After shaping into loaves and placing in a pan,
bread should be baked immediately.'
19.' Candy is a food.'
20.' Eggs are rich in carbohydrates.'
21. Milk contains lactose.'
22.' More calories are needed for father doing heavy
work than for mother doing light housework.'
23.' To prepare prunes, wash them, egg sugar and boil.!
24.' The best plan of work for preparing beef stew is
to prepare the meat, put it on to cook in cold
water, boil rapidly and add vegetables when the
meat has cooked slowly for twenty five minutes.!

25.-' in preparing the following breakfast th^ best plan
of work to follow is thisr Menu—Sliced Oranges, Soft
Cooked Eggs, Toast and Coffee*
plan—Boil water for eggs and coffee* slice oranges*
slice bread, prepare coffee, put eggs to cook and make tea*'
OTHER PROBLEMS IN THE HOME*
1* The bedroom will be pleasing if the wells are covered
with pictures*
2* The bed should be aired once per months
3*< In cleaning a bedroom, one should first wipe down the
walls, clean wood work, wash windows, and wipe the floors
4* The dining room table will be pleasing with a tall vase
of flowers*'
5* Waiting on the table should be done by mother*!
6* The spoons should be placed at the left of the fork*'
7* The tumbler should be placed at the tip of the fork*'
8* A meal will be easily digested if there is silence
at the table*
9* Table linen should be soaked in cold water before
washing.
10* Glassware should be washed before the dishes.'
11*' Silverware should be washed before the glasses*
12. Linoleum should be cleaned by sweeping and wiping with
a damp cloth*
13* The ice box should be cleaned and aired once per day*'
14* The stove should be wiped off with a damp cloth after
each meal.
15* Kitchen supplies should be left in paper bags when
received from the store*
16. Home will be a happier place to live in if the mem
bers of the family enjoy each other*
17. The family group will be happier if there is music
in the home*
18. Children should spend most of their play time at
home*
19* The proper time to bathe the baby is in the morning,
one hour after feeding*
20* The baby should be fed whenever it cries*!

SI.' The beat milk for the baby is motherrs milk.!
82.- The best material for baby*s dress la cotton.1
23.' A healthy child should be allowed to choose his own
foods.
24. The responsibility for planning and spending money
should be by the father.'
25.' One should keep a personal account by making a
written record of expenses at the end of each day.*

